Linux has made significant strides over the last couple of years when it comes to gaming. But has it reached the stage where it can be considered as a viable alternative to Windows? Well, the answer depends on you?what games you play and how you use your OS apart from gaming.

If you are looking for the OS with the most natively supported games, then Windows takes the cake?no argument!

However, it's more than likely you don't plan on playing every PC game out there! Maybe you have a few favorites! And Linux's gaming catalog covers almost all the popular titles, so you are extremely likely to find your favorite game compatible on Linux. Also, believe it or not, but some games actually perform better on Linux than Windows?provided you are running on the same hardware.

As such, it's clearly understandable why the PC gaming community is constantly engaged in a heated debate over Linux vs. Windows gaming?which is better. And so, for this read, we have decided to shed some light on the topic?giving you the pros and cons of both OSes in terms of gaming.